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8 WAYS TO LIVE YOUR BEST CAMPUS LIFE WHILE IN QUARANTINE

Hey so during this time I have to myself I have been able to chew a lot of gum….Maybe Like a pack or two 
a day I am a madman. But, this has allowed me to find which gum flavor is the best. Because mint has got-
ten old. Mint is good easy flavor if you are thinking of going out for the day, especially if your going out for 
the night. Because lord knows if you are talking to someone and their mouth smells like a strong coconut it 
may be time to dip. But, during this time I am around no one so I am able to chew as much and what ever 
flavor I want. There has been so many different and weird flavors, like root beer, cotton candy, sherbert ice 
cream. Now those weren’t bad those are just flavores to chew when no one is around cause they are a strange 
smell. But, a dew days ago I stumbled on a pack of gum I got for Christmas which was Watermelon a flavor 
I remember having when I was younger but, haven’t had in a while. So, I opened the pack and it first of all 
smelled so good, fruity but not overpowering as if it was just calling me to chew a piece. I took a piece and 
started chewing it was amazing the best 30 seconds of my life it felt like someone stuck a whole watermelon 
in my throat. After that 30 seconds though the flavor started to subside but, it didn’t go away. Odd I thought 
flavored gum only stays around for like 5 mins or so but, no this time it was over an hour where I noticed 
the flavor was gone. And here is the kicker I went to go talk to my father, who never gives out compliments 
mind you. The first thing he said to me was “wow Josh your breath smells good!”. So, my conclusion is next 
time you are going out chew Watermelon gum it is different from mint and that is a good thing cause every-
one is so used to that flavor. But, it isn’t too crazy as a flavor and it is a great flavor which can change lives.

Josh Poe , Newbie 

THE BEST GUM FLAVOR IS WATERMELON

Missing our humble home on the hill? Here are some ways to make it feel like you’re right back at Denison 
in the comfort of your own home. Ranked in no particular order.

1. Slam the door as hard as possible when entering or leaving your room. It might not be as loud as the dorm 
doors, but it’s a familiar, comforting sound. 

2. Pace around your room in circles until you start to get dizzy. You’ll experience the same rush you get 
when eating any kind of food during Slayter blackout hours.

3. Play music at full volume, turn up the heat on the thermostat and spill some alcoholic drinks all over your 
kitchen floor or bathroom. It’ll feel just like the Moonies!

4. Sick? Scared it might be corona? DON’T go to the doctor’s. Instead, gargle some saltwater and put some 
honey in tea. I don’t care what you say; no medical advice out there will beat Whistler’s.

5. Find some stairs to walk up and down until you’re out of breath. Don’t make the climb harder on yourself 
once we get back. You have time to prepare.

6. Make your own Curtis scrambled eggs at home! It’s pretty easy and the folks back home are sure to love 
it. There are only three ingredients:  ██████, ██████, and ██████. Bon appetit!

7. Present your student ID at breakfast, lunch, and dinner. No eating whatsoever between 11am-2pm if you 
have declining.

8. Find a way to break the plumbing so all your showers can be cool and of indeterminate pressure, and the 
toilets will only flush just a little bit. Leave it like this for a week or two for full effect.

- Ellie  Schrader, Newbie 
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A LIST OF 10 GOOD THINGS THAT ARE HAPPENING IN THE WORLD RIGHT NOW

Jay “Golf Balls” Huff, Senior Writer

ADS

If you’re like me, COVID-19 is quite literally your worst nightmare coming to life. Like... fuck.
Staying positive during these times is a very difficult thing to do. Here is a list of ten good things
that are happening in the world, NOT pertaining to satire or April fools. I hope you are isolating
as you read these.
1. A 101-year old man survived the Spanish flu, the Holocaust, AND COVID-19. Whatta
baddie.
2. Texas Roadhouse CEO renounces his six-figure salary to pay those on the front line.
#eattherich
3. Speaking of #eattherich, Delta CEO renounces HIS salary as well to avoid worker
layoffs.
4. Elon Musk announced that Tesla will produce ventilators for hospitals with sparse
supplies.
5. A patient in the UK was cured of HIV, becoming the second person in the world to do so.
6. You don’t have to put pants on in order to go to class. :’)
7. People are realizing that jobs they once thought were “unskilled,” like grocery store
cashiers, delivery drivers, and warehouse workers are in fact essential, were never
“unskilled workers,” and should be treated and compensated as such, so more
companies are increasing benefits and pay for their workers. Not every company, but
progress is progress, and this will likely lead to more serious consideration and support
for universal basic wages.
8. People are recovering from the virus.
9. Air pollution is down.
-Honorable mention: This is not on the list because it has NOT happened, but this could
lead to a healthcare reform that is more equitable for all !
10. You are alive.

Stay strong, y’all.

-Charlie Schweiger, Junior Editor
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